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KIC is coming!

Our class has been invited to attend the Kids’ Inquiry Conference later this spring.
KIC is an opportunity to

• meet with students from different schools

• share our own discoveries with others

• hear about the discoveries of other students

• discuss shared interests in science and research

How will our research be shared with others? Students are invited to prepare presen-
tations in which they will tell about their own questions and what they did to
answer their questions.

Who will attend the presentations? Other students with interests similar to yours will
attend your presentation. They will be invited to ask questions and to comment
on your research.

Am I required to present at KIC? No. Students who attend are not required to present.
However, all are invited to prepare a presentation if they have engaged in original
research of testable questions and are excited about their own discoveries.

What kind of research topics might be appropriate for KIC? Any testable question that
you have actually investigated is a suitable topic. Questions answered through
your own investigations are ideal. Other sources of investigation topics could be
past KIC Journal articles, the question board, topics from science class (this or past
years), or books you have been reading.

If I decide to present, what should my presentation include? First, you will want to share
with your audience the question that you investigated. Then you will tell about
your adventures of discovery: what you did to answer your question and what
you discovered from your research. A question-and-answer period will follow
your presentation, in which your audience will be invited to discuss your investi-
gation and discoveries.

How will I decide which presentations to attend at the conference? A listing of presenta-
tion topics and presenters will be published before the conference. Students may
sign up for those presentations that seem interesting to them.

I really want to present at KIC! What do I do now? Tell your teacher! Gather your data
and prepare for the big day. You will receive an application to present that will be
sent to and reviewed by the KIC Committee. Then, if your application is selected,
you will become an official Kids’ Inquiry Conference presenter.

Have a wonderful day at KIC!
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